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We Rode the Thunder is the
working title of our 50th

anniversary book. Like most things
we’ve done in a half century, this 

work is a story unto itself.  It began 
more than 4 years ago with the
usual Thunderbird thing: a single
member of our family reached for 
a star, a distant point of light in a
lofty, unattainable universe. Then
others joined. 

Last June, a few of us gathered
in Tucson. We looked at the 
Blues’ 50th book and similar
publications. There were air show
counts, crowd counts and writings

of significant events. Nice
. . . but all the same. Is it
our character to do what
others do? Is our motto
something for which to
strive, or is it simply a
platitude with little more

importance than a T-shirt from some
faraway amusement park?

There it was . . . our history, a pile of 
paper on the dining room table, stacks of
letters scattered around the living room,
a garage full of scrapbooks and our own
memories. There were empty years, too;
times for which few words exist. How
were we to write the definitive history
when the line from 1953 to today had

large gaps? The first evening ended late with few words
among us, as though tomorrow would bring a task
beyond our comprehension, much less our ability.

There is a Thunderbird angel, I think. It speaks to
us in our sleep, guides us during the day and all the
while it tell us, “Everything is possible. Do not quit.” 

The next morning we found that our angel had
visited the paper stack. There lay a letter from a fan who
pointed out that what we do is not about airplanes, it’s
about people. Then we remembered. 

We remembered the elderly lady who told us we
made her proud to be an American. We saw the gray-
haired vet who stood in the distance, leaning on his
cane and looking through his tears at Old Glory on the
side of our airplanes. We felt the gaze of the child who
didn’t see airplanes, but possibilities. We were the
dream makers. We were the bringers of awe and
wonder. We were a golden thread in the American
blanket. We rode the thunder. 

This book is a history book, but that is not 
its focus. It is more a collective memoir. It is 
not so much about what we did, but who we are. 
It speaks from our heart. This issue of Thunder Rolls
highlights excerpts from . . . We Rode the 
Thunder. An Autobiography of the United States 
Air Force Thunderbirds.

– Bob Gore
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Fellow Thunderbirds,

As we come to the end of another year, we offer

congratulations to Boss McSpadden and the entire 2002 team

for a safe and successful show season. Boss, you and your
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United States Air Force and especially of the Thunderbird

alumni. You added a new dimension to the term “Ambassadors

in Blue.” Please accept our deepest gratitude for your

dedicated efforts. We wish you the very best as you prepare for

the 2003 show season and the Golden Anniversary of the

Thunderbirds. We know you will continue to make us proud.

To all our alumni members, those of us on your board of

directors wish you health and happiness for the New Year. Mark

your calendar for Reunion 2003. You will not want to miss it.

Happy Holidays and . . . 

Once a Thunderbird Always a Thunderbird.

Fig Newton, Chairman
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smaller traveling teams of that era. It was also a meeting
room for active members and alumni. Like favorite
grandparents, they welcomed us with a cool place 
to enjoy Katie's delicious egg-salad and tuna-salad
sandwiches as well as her pièce de résistance, a blended
whipped cream, cake and fruit desert she called “Trifle.” 

While Katie mothered her “children,”
Jimmy seemed to gain youth and energy
from the company of the team members.
An enthusiast with an encyclopedic
memory of military aviation history,
Jimmy saw each air show through the eyes
of a young boy witnessing his f irst view
of low flying, high-speed jets. I loved
being around him. He was a constant
reminder of the magnetic power of the
Thunderbird mission and my personal
responsibility to that calling. Frequently,
in the early, cooler hours, before the gates
opened and crowds thickened, Jimmy and
I would explore the exhibits, trading Air
Force aviation lore and occasionally
snagging a free airplane ride in such as an

old Ford Tri-Motor. 
During a 1982 visit to his extra-long San Pedro

garage converted to museum, I discovered the only
known complete collection of Thunderbird flying team
photos. We immediately dispatched our photographer to
their home to duplicate those pictures. The Fords are the
source of all the pre-mid ‘70’s large team photographs
on display today in the Thunderbird museum. We will
never forget their selflessness, patriotic devotion and
splendid company. 

Now for one last gift to all from the Fords . . . and a
probable surprise to the pilots.

Katie’s “Trifle” recipe
1–3 oz pkg Jell-O instant vanilla pudding
1– baked cake (sponge, chiffon or angel food)
2–cartons whipping cream 
1–pkg Bird’s Eye frozen strawberries 

(can substitute bananas or peaches)
4 to 5–tbsp brandy or sherry

(use no more than that) 

In a large serving bowl, add whipped cream to pudding.
Add brandy. Spread thin layer of pudding; break cake in
small pieces and place a layer. Add another layer of
pudding, layer of fruit, layer of pudding, layer of cake,
layer of pudding, layer of fruit, etc., until all is used up.

Chill and serve.
Enjoy and remember. 

– Bob Fleer (Log 80–82)
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Ma and Pa Thunderbird
The quick passage of time makes it somewhat

diff icult to realize that many Thunderbird teams 
have come and gone never knowing the late, 
beloved Honorary Crew Chiefs, Jimmy
and Katie Ford.

For years, their motor home was a
fixture nearly as traditional as the Bomb
Burst. Jimmy, in his seventies during 
my tenure, had slicked back white hair
and a thin mustache reminiscent of a
bygone era. He was a dapper gentleman
whose gentleness contrasted his working
life as a tough longshoreman of which 
his massive, tattooed forearms gave
testament. Katie, a diminutive f ireball
barely f ive feet tall, was the love of
Jimmy's life and the controller of his
health habits. 

At most show sites west of the New
Mexico-Colorado line, the Ford's motor
home, for which we always reserved a spot near the
“Star,” provided a home away from home for the much

• The International Council of Air
Shows Foundation will induct the
six original Thunderbird pilots into
its Hall of Fame on Thursday,
December 5th at the Rio Hotel and
Casino in Las Vegas, Nevada.  The
pilots are Dick Catledge, Buck
Pattillo, Bill Pattillo, Bob Kanaga,

Mac McCormick and A. D. Brown.  By the
end of their first season, the team had flown their

F-84s in 50 performances for several million people,
and laid the groundwork for a Team that has since
become an aviation icon—us!
• Joe Prater (Log 76–77) is on the board of Aviation
Technology Group, Inc. (www.avtechgroup.com), an
aircraft manufacturer now gearing up to build the
“Javelin,” a twin-engined jet designed for the owner/
operator market. jkprater@bellsouth.net.
• Robert “Bob” Bandy (Public Affairs 59–60) was
diagnosed with multiple sclerosis several years ago 
and the battle gets tougher. You can contact Bob
through his Thunderbride, Kathleen, at 35 Arthur
Court, Satellite Beach, FL 32937.

Bench Stock
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Colonel Levy Chase was my boss, and we agreed on nothing.
He had fired me as head of Group Operations, and I was now a
squadron commander. It was May, 1953, and we were at Luke Air
Force Base outside Phoenix.

Luke received a directive to form an Air Force air
demonstration team. It would have a Major as its commander and
would comprise four demonstration pilots, one spare pilot, a
maintenance officer, maintenance personnel and a narrator/public
relations officer. The Air Force wanted to demonstrate the
capabilities of a front line fighter, and the F-84 was the workhorse
for the Air Force in Korea, so the team would have five F-84s, four
to fly and one spare. They gave the job of choosing the commander
to Col. Levy Chase. Almost every flying Major on the base
volunteered. I did not. 

My Operations Officer, Major Cliff Gould, knew I didn’t want
the job, so he asked me to recommend him to Chase. I stood in front
of Chase at his desk and made a great case for Cliff. Chase sat there,
silent. Cliff should have asked someone – anyone – else to
recommend him. Chase leaned into the desk, stared at me and asked,
“How about you?”

“Are you offering me –”
“Yes, I’m offering you the job.”
It was the first thing we ever agreed on. 
“By the way,” he called as I left his office, “Your first show is

in 3 weeks.”

“We showed the flag in Guatemala as the personal guests of the
new El Presidente Armas. Jet fighters were a novelty in that part of
the world, and our arrival was spectacular. They had a beat-up,
bumpy, 5,000-foot-long runway. It was at a 5,000-foot elevation
with a sheer 300-foot vertical drop into a rocky gorge on the far end.
The 15-foot-high fence across the hard surface at the approach end
was crowned with about 50 people standing on the top of the fence
trying to touch our wheels as we landed. We took the president for
a ride in our T-33, and then came a one-of-a-kind airshow. A
pyramid-shaped target had been set up near the runway for a strafing
demonstration by their air force of four P-51s. Some of the same
people who tried to touch our wheels broke from the crowd and
climbed on top of the target, and the Mustangs got 10 of them.” 

“It was 1957 and we were in a fabulous hotel on Copacabana
Beach. Just after coming out of the water, a sunbather informed me
the water was polluted. 

“For almost an hour prior to our big show over the beach, I lay
beneath the wing of my airplane nursing a bottle of what I think was
Kaopectate. I was so sick I hoped for a cancellation…or an early

death. Just before takeoff I forgot my condition because of the
incredible beauty of the area and the size of the crowds on the beach.
Consider the ambience of doing Whifferdills around the Christ of
the Andes while sucking on a bottle of Kaopectate. Sick or ecstatic,
like every member of the Team from 1953 to today, the days wearing
the Thunderbird patch were the most memorable of my life.”

The Boys
Function: noun
Etymology: Early American Air Force Thunderbirds descending

from common English combining the words “the” and “boys” to
form the singular.

: term of endearment used primarily by officers to describe the
collection of human beings known to the public as Thunderbird
Noncommissioned Officers; sometimes known collectively as the
mechanics. Also called NCOs, EMs, Es. 

Use: “It’s quiet on the flight line. Better check to see what The
Boys are up to?”  

“The ’65 team also flew the 1000th air show and lost one
airplane when Buster McGee’s flight controls failed. He was forced
to abort his takeoff and came to rest near a NO PARKING sign on
U.S. Highway 80 at Laughlin AFB. He did not get a ticket.”

“There were a lot of four-letters words used in those days.
‘Quit’ wasn’t one of them.” 

I shot at full telephoto, and zoomed out as they got closer.
Something didn’t look right. 
I stood my ground.
Did we miscalculate? 
As much as I loved the F-4, I didn’t want to be its hood

ornament; didn’t want to be a bug on the windshield.
Damn!
I shot one last picture as the nose wheels left the runway.
I hit the concrete, rolled into a ball and hoped the afterburners

wouldn’t turn me into a flaming marshmallow.

Excerpts from . . .

We Rode the Thunder
An Autobiography of the United
States Air Force Thunderbirds

4 continued on page 5
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“I know now that during every mile of sky we covered together,
Jerry Bolt was more than my pilot, he was my mentor. It was an
education that resulted in my being chosen as the Crew Chief for
Thunderbird No. 1 the following year. I have such fond memories
of Jerry, and I know that he's out there somewhere with the wind in
his hair and a pair of throttles in his left hand.” 

“To hell with that!!! We
had a standard to surpass.
We budgeted time from

weekends . . . holidays . . .
picnics . . . dinner with the
family. We brown-bagged our
lunches . . . and dinners . . .
and breakfasts. We budgeted

time from sleep. Like a prize-
fighter slammed against the ropes, we
stepped back into the center of the ring
with even more determination. Northrop
and the Air Force estimated that we 
would not fly until mid-way into 1975.

Those estimates were a challenge to be fought, not a monster to 
run from. We were not in the business of accepting odds, we were
in the business of killing them. We were Thunderbirds, damnit! 
We were Thunderbirds!”

“Although the fuselage was bare metal, you still had those big
scallops on the nose, not to mention that huge bird on her bottom
that was outlined in white. Also, each side of the vertical tail had
those 13 stars with more scallops on the leading edges. There was
a whole lotta tapin’ goin’ on. We also had U.S. Air Force in huge
letters going down her side with the national star insignia and ‘SIX’
on each side of tail section. We placed these exactly, and I mean
exactly, where they were years before. The air refueling probe was
in red and white bands. So you didn’t think I have a memory?
Actually, I’m sitting right here looking at a picture of her as I type!
Now back to shining. We had to fine sand all the bare metal first.
We used Met-All and enough flour to feed the starving kids in
Ethiopia. The flour absorbs the Met-All when buffering, for all you
officer pukes. It makes your mouth drier than a sheep’s butt in
March, too . . . not to mention it gives you that, like, ghostly look.” 

“Dear Thundergeezers,
Hi guys! What a great feeling it must be to be there together,

using the Boss’s incredible honor as an excuse to remind yourselves
how great you were once upon a time. Amazing how low one can
dip after a fleeting 15 minutes of fame, isn’t it?”

“Once I learned how to communicate in the POW code at the
Hanoi Hilton, I was able to pass to them that I had met their families
and had news for them. So, in this regard, the activities of the
Thunderbird family reached out to men who had been tortured, isolated
and kept from communicating with their families for many years.

continued on page 6

“So you asked if there was a time that I thought of the Team
while in captivity. I can say that every day I was held, a great deal
of strength, thought and action was due to and about the time I
proudly served on the Thunderbird Team.” 

“Until the early 1980s, the Team NCOs used borrowed buses
to travel at show sites. In most cases, the buses were Air Force blue
and were known as The Blue Goose.  

“The Blue Goose was a combination briefing room, court room,
Star Chamber, altar, idea hatchery, choir room and impromptu
comedy club.” 

“In 1980, we arrived in Santo Domingo flying an eight-ship
formation. The Solos broke off and flew down the main street to
publicize the show…with unintended consequence. America had
just invaded Grenada, and the folks of Santo Domingo were in fear
of a Cuban invasion. They knew their Air Force was no match for
the eight smoking jets that now ‘attacked’ their city. Panic is not the
best way to advertise an airshow.”

“Having never worked in a flying environment before working
for the Thunderbirds, I began to understand that the air is a
dangerous mistress. Once under the spell, most lovers are faithful
to the end, which is not always old age.” 

“A few minutes later, R.D. Evans and I were sitting in the
weapons shop talking about old times when Tiny West stuck his
head out of his office and told us to get in there. It was clear from
his expression that something was wrong. He was not able to speak.
Suddenly it hit me, ‘Is it the Diamond?’”

5
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“I approved a Sneak Pass used on show site arrivals. While six of
us did the standard Delta Pass to divert everyone’s attention, Bill
would fly from behind them a few seconds later in burner. We most
successfully accomplished this at Eglin AFB when we caught
former Left Wing, Jethro Chealander, completely off guard. The
maneuver was so successful it was banned . . . along with the seven-
and eight-ship formations we’d fly on our return to Nellis.”

“Thunderbirds check!”
“Er, san, si, hu, lui, qi, ba” (2,3,4,5,6,7,8)
“Hi-hau” (Hello)
“The USAF Thunderbirds are proud to perform for the

Friendship Flyers Air Show and our comrades in the Peoples
Liberation Army Air Force.”

“Gan-bay!” (bottoms up, as when toasting with wine or drink)
– Radio call made in Beijing prior to takeoff in 1987

“Beijing, China, in 1987. I was helping put the jets to bed
when four men from the Chinese Air Force asked through a
woman interpreter what my job was. I told them I was an aircraft
painter and was mainly responsible for how the birds looked. 

“They conversed in Chinese for a while then spoke to the
interpreter. She said, ‘These men would like you to know that 
the airplanes look as if they were painted yesterday.’ That was a
grand moment!”

“The way I see this job is I’m just imitating somebody
famous. It’s not like I’m going to be a has-been when I go back to
a fighter squadron. Nobody knows who I am as soon as I take this
uniform off now. I’m a has-been part of every day.”

“I was on the 141 that day as we headed for Cheyenne. The
pilot’s voice came over the PA and announced we were diverting
into Offutt AFB, Nebraska. Most of us thought, Which one of them
broke? . . . thinking about our jets, of course.

“We piled out of the 141 and saw that the jets were OK. Joe
Prater told us to say put. Boss Cherry strode out of Base Ops and

CORRECTION: In “The Phantoms Rest,” (Fall
2002, Volume 3) we incorrectly stated the starter
cartridges were unique to the F-4. They weren’t.
Thunder Rolls is a historical document. If we
goof, please let us know. – Ed

told us Charlie Carter had crashed in Cheyenne. He was killed and
his Crew Chief, Teddy Foster, had safely ejected.

“Teddy spoke at my retirement in ’92. He thanked me for
saving his life that day. 

“I was a Life Support Technician. My job was to train our 
pilots and backseaters how to eject in an emergency. To me, my 
job was my job. To Teddy, my job was his life. That’s the way it is
on the Team.”

“As we opened the air show the next afternoon with our march
down, I saw Bob in his normal position, but his eyes were red, and
he was unshaven! He and the engine crew worked all night and the
next morning to replace the engine. Bob had just completed the
engine checks and jumped into his show uniform. So, in one 36-
hour period, he had prepped and checked my airplane for an air
show at Tinker, serviced it for the flight to Tulsa, flew to Tulsa in
the cargo support airplane, changed a bad engine, prepped the
airplane for the air show at Tulsa and still had to get it ready for
deployment to the next day’s air show site.”

“Excellence is the dream of impossible goals and the detailed
labor that gives them life.”

“I also made a white ‘Welcome Aboard’ tablecloth with the
Thunderbird insignia embroidered in the center. We signed it, and
others after us did likewise. Not sure how many years this was
continued, but many signatures were embroidered on it the last
time I saw it at a reunion. I wonder where the cloth is today and if
the tradition we started continues.”

Reunion
Reunion begins on Thursday, November 20,

2003, and ends Saturday night. We gather at Caesars
Palace in Las Vegas. Special things are planned 
for this one and think we’re gonna roll your socks
down; but ask yourself, if our 50th anniversary
reunion were nothing more than meeting in a 
large room, wouldn’t it be the best ever held?
Remember, reunion is only for the active Team 
and active (dues paying, lifetime) TBAA members,
so keep your dues current. If you are receiving 
Thunder Rolls, you’re doing fine so far. There will
be no “amnesty” programs. 

6

Ann Fields-Skinner
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See the enclosed coupon? Fill it out. Mail it. 
The publisher will send you a gift certificate for 
each book you order. When the books are published, 
those printed from this order will be limited
commemorative editions. Each will be numbered and
originally signed by Smokey Catledge, Commander/
Leader of the First Team. And if we can coordinate the
logistics, they’ll also be signed by Richard McSpadden,
Commander/Leader of the 50th Team. 

It’s an opportunity that happens only once in a
lifetime. This is heirloom stuff. 

Order by December 1 to ensure the receipt of
your gift certificates by December 20. Questions?
Contact Dee Pfeiffer at (520) 647-3412 or
DeePfeiffer@hotmail.com.

Dee is Book Committee Chairman, or, as she
prefers, Book Goddess. Either way, she da man, girl!

Postcards From
the Past
To the Thunderbird Family,

I am writing to tell you the sad news that my wife,
Delores, passed away January 25, 2001. I have been
going through much denial and found it diff icult to
write until now. We had been married for 46 years. 

We had only been married for 2 years when 
I became a member of the Thunderbirds in 1957. We
have both shared a life-long pride in being associated
with such an elite organization. It certainly put much
more meaning into our lives. I served the Team as part
of the Support Crew with the C-119 and C-123 aircraft.
These cargo airplanes were painted the same beautiful
colors as the Team’s F-100s. 

During my tour, we lost many good men when one
of the C-123’s crashed in Idaho. It sure was a hard time,
and I remember as if it happened yesterday. Robby
Robinson was the Team Leader, and he was a person I
respected very much. 

The pride and self-respect I gained while a member
of the Thunderbird Team has influenced me and has
given me the initiative to complete my life’s goals.
When I entered the Thunderbirds, I only had a high
school equivalency diploma. I have since earned my
undergraduate degree and three advanced degrees, with
the latest being a doctorate in clinical psychology. I
attributed much of the discipline I learned with the
Thunderbirds to achieving goals. Even though it took
me to the age of 54 to complete my doctorate, I did not
give up in spite of the many hurdles to overcome.

I continue to be proud of the Team and will until
the day that I go to the great rendezvous in Heaven. As
a matter of fact, I had the Alumni Association symbol
made in bronze and placed on the mausoleum door
where I will be laid to rest. At least I can see what it
looks like now and know that it will be there forever.

ONCE A THUNDERBIRD 
ALWAYS A THUNDERBIRD!

Sincerely,
Dr. (Sgt) Carl L. Cihlar, Sr.
(Support Crew 57–58)
In Memory of 
Delores M. Cihlar, 1937–2001

Solve Christmas Shopping Early

Get Smokey’s Autograph
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Once a Thunderbird,
Always a Thunderbird.

The Team will remove the “Let’s Roll” decal displayed on the jets with
pride this show season. Aside from the flag panel, the Team has flown
only one other non-Air Force emblem, that of the American
Bicentennial. Next year, the birds will carry the third non-standard
symbol: the Thunderbird 50th Anniversary logo.
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